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ABSTRACT

Abstract—This paper makes the case that the deradicalization of African American religious institutions and the significant implications of this deradicalization often has been misdiagnosed through a failure to fully account for the influence of economic ideology on the formation and operation of African American religious institutions. While there has always been an economic critique offered within historical and theological interrogations of African American religious institutions, those interrogations have most often focused on an examination of the instrumental value of African American religious institutions on economic participation. Research has often challenged whether African American religious institutions have been efficacious in facilitating increasing economic participation within the communities these institutions serve. What this paper offers is a consideration of African American religious institutions as the objects of economic forces and an examination of the endogenous theology of neoliberalism for understanding and responding to the complicity of some Black church in the economic exploitation of African American poor communities.
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INTRODUCTION

Terminal Prognosis of the Black Church

The black church has long been under the critical patient care of black theologians who have advanced an increasingly dire prognosis of the black church’s condition as economic and political realities of communities they serve continue to consistently deteriorate. Since Dr. Eddie Glaude’s declaration ten years ago of the death of the black church, his prophetic proclamation appears more prescient today than ever before. Similar to a patient sequestered in an ICU bed from the vicissitudes of life, scholars and activists call attention to the black church’s sequestration behind the security of sanctuary walls and its impotence in responding to the demands for justice that, like the blood of Abel, cry out from the ground of marginalized communities that have been the site of economic, political, and physical violence.

The goal of this paper is not to directly challenge this prognosis. When the contemporary instantiation of the black church is contrasted with the historical and theological norms born of the black church’s early institutional history, the fragile future of the black church is apparent. Against the
historical backdrop of the black church’s nurturing of communal responses of resistance to the ubiquitous experience of oppression by blacks, we now witness the black church struggling to respond as America’s racial, political, and economic fault lines are laid bare. Rather, this paper challenges the diagnosis or causation of the current condition of the black church. An implied presupposition of this paper is that causation, when rightly understood, provides the opportunity for the identification of remedies that might forestall prognosis. The lack of rehabilitation in the black church’s condition is the result of the incomplete diagnosis, and by extension remedies, provided for the church’s condition. The prognosis of the black church in its death throes, no longer able to retain its sacred place within black communal existence, may be accurate, but it is far from irrevocable. The restoration of the theological and communal importance of the black church rests in a more accurate understanding of the causation of its current condition. The causation offered by Glaude re-contextualized earlier diagnosis offered by scholars such as Gayraud Wilmore. vi Subsequent theological physicians of the black church, driven by various permutations of this same diagnosis, arrived at similar prognoses.vii

What of Causation?

However, before we too quickly take our seats at the black church’s homegoing service, it should be noted that these diagnoses of the black church, while not inaccurate, are incomplete. This incompleteness arises from the failure to properly consider the influence of economic ideology on the formation of the black church. Black theology has offered economic critiques, particularly of capitalism’s most recent instantiation in neoliberalism.viii However, much of this theological analysis has focused on the black church’s instrumental role in advancing or impending economic engagement by its community. This analysis has treated the prevailing economic ideology as a given and the black church as an entity with with only an instrumental relationship to that ideology. The challenge facing black theology is to examine the black church as formed by economic ideology and to interrogate the consequences of economic presuppositions, such as those found in neoliberalism, becoming institutionally and theologically inculcated within the institutional identity and praxes of the black church.ix

Failure to consider neoliberal ideology’s formative affect on the black church has also caused black theological scholarship to ignore the complicity of the black church in economic exploitation of the black community. This complicity occurs through the black church’s tacit participation in and affirmation of neoliberal ideology. This has resulted in a suppression of the theology of the black church. That theology has been replaced by an economic governing rationality that serves the very forces producing the systemic injustice against which the black church once fought. Diagnosis of the black church’s current condition through the lens of neoliberal ideology recognizes the institutional impact of these forces. It also illuminates the ways in which the black church has morphed into a communal affirmer of
economic ideology.\textsuperscript{x}

\textit{Neoliberal Black Church}

The black church has experienced the proliferation of economic concepts into its theological self-understanding and praxes. This is evident in the black church’s reductive perception of its community as a market to be served or customers to be acquired.\textsuperscript{xi} The underlying economic ideology shaping this misperception of ecclesial identity or purpose, if left uninterrogated, mutates theological commitments, leaving the black church with its normative liberative theological commitments having succumb to their neoliberal counterparts.\textsuperscript{xii}

The result is a complicity in the expansion of and participation in an economic reconfiguration of life that, for communities of the poor, is the equivalent of a communal death sentence. This reconfiguration of human existence such that “economic values are viewed as primary and therefore as properly determinative” of theological praxis and human agency elevates economic existence as the principle hermeneutic of life. The reconfiguration of the governing rationality of the black church gives rise to what I have diagnosed as the \textit{neoliberal black church}.\textsuperscript{xiii} The language represents the tendency of black church to accept neoliberalism’s reduction the value of the lives of the oppressed to their economic value. This is in direct conflict with the theological values once indispensable to the black church and black theology.\textsuperscript{xiv} The result is a death sentence for both the black church and the community it serves.

Neoliberal ideological influence exerts itself on the black church wherever and whenever there is no explicit decision by the church to resist its influence.\textsuperscript{xv} In the absence of an affirmative stance against neoliberalism, the neoliberal black church, perceiving itself as actively engaged in the fight for an equitable distribution of power and resources, in fact, become unwitting co-conspirator in the continuation of practices that objectify and exploit the poor.\textsuperscript{xvi} The promulgation of neoliberalism’s ideology, occurring through the black church’s uncritical embrace of neoliberalism, results in the unintentional deformation of concepts ubiquitous within black theological discourse such as individuality, freedom, and choice. These concepts take on meanings inherent within neoliberalism while remaining operative within the theology and praxes of the church. This advances the deformation of these theological values and influences the deployment of these values by churches falling under neoliberalism’s spell.\textsuperscript{xvii} The supplanting of black theological thought by neoliberalism’s ideology as the primary lens through which one sees the world, and thus determines praxes, leads to outcomes conflictual with the theological objectives proper to the norms of black theological thought.

\textit{Theological Deformation with the Neoliberal Black Church}

Within the neoliberal black church, there is an ideological warping of theological thought and engagement. This occurs under the unrelenting hermeneutic of individualism, disconnected from communal existence,
which reflects the asocial nature of neoliberalism. This facilitates religious rhetoric which reflects theological presuppositions inherent to the black church while re-contextualizing those theological presuppositions in ways that obscure their critical concern for and connection to communal existence with the poor and vulnerable.

This warping of black theological thought within the neoliberal black church occurs at a time when the poor of the black community are most in need of the black church’s capacity to speak to experiences of trauma (economic and physical) they routinely encounter. The neoliberal black church exists surrounded by the poor who often live within the shadows of its cathedrals. They are unimpressed by the frequency or formality of religious rituals. They exist in the trauma of their impoverishment, sequestered in prisons of economic deprivation, and look upon the black church with concern and consternation, if not outright contempt. Why? Because they wonder,

...If the God so boldly professed is present when congregants lift up their voices; if the God declared listens so attentively to their petitions, why does this God appear so absent from this community? While the black church gathers amidst the residual fragments of broken communities, worshipping in barren fields of economic exploitation, black, and brown, and poor communities cry out, “Where is this God when another young life is taken, or when a child and their family go to bed with hungry bellies, or when men and women, through no fault of their own, fall to sleep with no more than heaven itself as shelter?” As ornate and overflowing black churches offer only worship and celebration, communities of the economically excluded lift up their voices in lament and dismay. The neoliberal black church fiddles while the cities burn.

The historical theological norms of the black church identify with and struggle alongside the oppressed, believing that the Christ proclaimed is found in solidarity with the oppressed. This stands in opposition to neoliberalism’s denial of the persistent presence of the poor and it’s role in sustaining the poverty that entraps these souls. Regrettably, as the ideology of neoliberalism is ingrained into the theology of the black church, the neoliberal black church emerges, advancing an individualistic view of the perversity that is poverty, locating the cause and trauma of poverty “in poor persons themselves (their lack of ability, or lack of effort).” Understood through this lens, the neoliberal black church engages poverty as a problem of people and their practices, leading to theological proclamations addressing the behavior of the poor as if this is the solution to this economic perversity. The focus on the personal behavior of the poor only reinforces the dominant neoliberal ideology at the root of the very problem of poverty to which the black church believes itself to be responding. The theology of the neoliberal black church appears theologically sound even as it embraces the deformative influence of individualism. Fidelity to this theology is no more than a fidelity to the god of the neoliberal marketplace. The
marketplace god provides the lens through which the proclamation and praxes of the neoliberal black church around the issue of poverty are reimagined. Worship of the God of the oppressed (once central to the black church) is relegated to the altar of the unknown God while neoliberalism takes center stage. Operating with this compromised theology leads the neoliberal black church to decisions, seemingly innocuous on their surface, whose underlying economic presuppositions are in tension with the historical theological norms of the black church and the flourishing of its community.xxii

The Danger of Black Church’s Embrace of Neoliberalism

While the theological norms of the black church rest on an understanding of God’s preferential option for the poor (even when the black church failed to live up to this theological standard), the neoliberal black church, interpreting human and communal existence through neoliberal ideology, focuses on the individual in competition with all others, eroding the connection between the individual and community.xiii Neoliberalism’s commodification of human life harms the construction of individual and institutional identity, the practices which instantiate that identity, and the contextual lens used to evaluate the decisions and practices of the black church, and its congregants. Neoliberal ideology forms perceptions of ecclesial success for the neoliberal black church as measured by organizational structure, revenue generation capacity, products (or commodification of its rituals), and the marketing (or evangelistic) efforts of the black church.xxiv Both the black church and its leadership, under the influence of neoliberal ideology, become codifiers of those economic ideologies that legitimize “certain political interests, and defend dominant power structures” to the detriment of the black church’s liberative mission and the life of the community of the black and poor.xxv The influence of neoliberalism mitigates the neoliberal black church’s ability to rightly see the issues confronting the poor, to meaningfully advocate on their behalf, or to materially impact the conditions of their oppression.xxvi

In this regard, the neoliberal black church affirms a form of conceptual violence to marginalized communities that is often the prelude to physical violence and renders economic violence already performed normative.xxvii Additionally, the theology of the neoliberal black church renders normative ideas that ultimately erode the human dignity essential to the quest for liberation. More tragically, neoliberal black theology allows oppressive communal powers to remain insensitive to the lived experiences of the poor and marginalized as those experiences contradict neoliberalism’s assertion that its rising tides lift all boats. Instead, neoliberal black theology enforces limitations on poor existence beyond the market’s prescribed boundaries for the poor.xxviii The marginalized are forced to conform to prescribed notions of their (non)existence, as those notions themselves are taken, not as projections, but as realities of their existence.xxix The failure of the neoliberal black church to assert itself as theological resistor to the encroachments of neoliberalism upon human dignity and flourishing is the real causation
behind the critique offered by Wilmore and Glaude.  

**Consequence of this diagnosis?**

The difference in the diagnostical assertion of this paper relative to that of scholars of the black church is that of the embrace of the ideology of neoliberalism by the black church. The historical theological norms of the black church call for an examination of economic engagement. Instead of being shaped by neoliberalism, the strength of the black church rests in self-interrogation within the context of neoliberalism. Some will argue that the choice presented to the black church is far more complicated than a simple bifurcation of the theological and the economic. The black church has always existed at the intersection of social conditions, including economic reality, and the theological precepts foundational to the black church’s self-expression. However, its is an examination of economic ideology and its influence on the self-understanding and practices of the black church that is most needed at this moment.

The failure to account for the competing and growing influence of economic ideology on the neoliberal black church has resulted in an incomplete and inaccurate diagnosis of the black church’s history, a misunderstanding of the change witnessed within that institution, and a hastening of the terminal prognosis offered. This failure has limited the ability of theologians of the black church to provide a constructive account of how the black church might reclaim its liberative posture and free itself, and its community, from the clutches of neoliberalism. The importance of addressing the influence of economic ideology on the neoliberal black church and its praxes only increases as one considers the growing need among the church’s constituents for a theology that addresses systemic economic oppression, provides guidance regarding economic agency, offers an alternative to the economic reconfiguration of life, and guides the church in responding to the economic challenges facing the black community. Without an economic reassessment, we will witness the realization of the terminal prognosis offered by the physicians of the black church and the continued rise of the neoliberal black church. However, this illness, as pronounced as it is, need not be unto death.¹

---

¹ This is another endnote.
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